STRINGTone® covers all the maintenance
needs of your guitar from the headstock
to the bridge.

STRINGTone® performs in the lab-test
Scanning Electron Microscope images below!
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HOLLOW BODY
ELECTRIC GUITAR
Apply to tuning keys for
easy, accurate tuning

HEAR & FEEL THE DIFFERENCE®
Apply to strings for enhanced
resonance, tone, and sustain

Apply to pickups to lift away
grime and ensure clear,
sensitive response

Until now the care and maintenance of guitars and other string
instruments has been reliant on a confusing mix of products: some
that clean, others that condition, and still others that lubricate.
Now, for the first time, a single ground-breaking product can
handle the demands of guitarists, guitar techs, luthiers, and other
string instrument players–SoundSynergies® STRINGTone®. The
result of micro-barrier technologies from the field of high-precision
ballistics applications, STRINGTone® is unequaled in its ability to
penetrate and lift away deeply embedded grime and tiny debris
particles. This deep conditioning allows treated strings to vibrate
without restriction, providing superior sustain and richer, more
vibrant sound quality. STRINGTone® dries to the touch in seconds
so that you can experience the increased tactile sensation of your
guitar strings immediately.

A Revolution in Guitar Maintenance

Opening new possibilities for musicians seeking to maintain
the tone and feel of their instruments, STRINGTone® allows a
new level of guitar maintenance that goes beyond the superficial
treatments available up until now. At a price that’s mere pocket
change per treatment, STRINGTone® presents a very affordable
alternative to more expensive products that are less effective.

Protection That Lasts
Apply to bridge and
saddle for accurate
intonation and
increased sustain

STRINGTone® offers long-lasting protection from grime and
corrosion to lengthen the life of strings and other metal guitar
components. Many standard guitar care products are siliconbased formulas prone to messy build-ups and migration that can
potentially damage fine guitar wood finishes. STRINGTone’s gentle
formula is safe for all guitar woods, with a stable structure that
resists migration and won’t build up. STRINGTone’s powerful ability
to penetrate deep to the string core allows the removal of dust and
debris that accumulate to dampen tone and string response.

Difference You Can Hear

STRINGTone®... Independently Tested.
Proven Effective.

Using STRINGTone® pays off immediately in increased
dynamic range, enhancements in upper and bass frequencies
and harmonics. For all the full, rich tonal quality your instrument
is capable of, count on STRINGTone® to unlock your instrument’s
full sonic potential.

Type in the URL to watch and listen- www.stringtone.net/demo

Proven Performance Controlled tests conducted in an acoustic
laboratory have verified SoundSynergies® effectiveness. Treatment
with SoundSynergies® was found to significantly improve the
dynamic range and overall frequency response of guitar and
bass strings.

Above right are Scanning Electron Microscope images of a wound
metal guitar string before-and-after application of STRINGTone®. The
images clearly show the significant ability of STRINGTone® to lift
away sound inhibiting grim and corrosion for improved harmonic
resonance. To access audio test results that actually allow you to
listen go to:
dyna
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The Science of SoundSynergies®
Proven Performance

